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Who am I?
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Today’s objectives

1. Get students more excited about GIS
2. Give some tips I wish I knew before
3. Show an example of a GIS related 

path after Soka (i.e., my path so far)



Outline of this talk

1. My master’s program
2. Research on street view imagery: literature 

review
3. Research on street view imagery: bikeability
4. Work at the World Bank
5. Q&A



My master’s program

Master of urban planning 
@ the National University of Singapore

Urban analytics lab

Tip: Get to know multiple profs
(I didn’t do this...)

Tip: Don’t be scared of technical stuff 
(if you like GIS)



My first-ever publication

Street view imagery in 
urban analytics and 
GIS: A review
(Biljecki & Ito, 2021) 



Why is street view imagery a thing?

SVI can capture what people see on the street. It’s a new frontier in GIS.

Rapidly growing field because…
Expanding SVI coverage + Better AIAerial image Street view image (SVI)vs



Method: systematic review

Search for papers

1300 papers

Search on Scopus with 
keywords: ‘street view’ & 
‘street-level image’

Screen #1

650 papers

Only include papers 
published in the past 3 
years

Screen #2

250 papers

Only Include papers 
related to urban studies

Classify/Analyze

10 categories

Read each paper and 
categorize/analyze them



Objective findings

Which SVI services are used? How many images are used?

Google street view (GSV) dominates the field. 
Many papers used more than 1 million images for analysis. 



Objective findings

Study areas are concentrated in the US, Europe, and East Asia Spatial data infrastructure is saturated



Well, convolutional neural network is a lot to explain in 1 slide, but it’s basically 
stretching an image into a series of numbers that computers can process

Before we get into details...
how do we get information from images?

➔ Computer vision techniques

RGB layers

(Normal Neural Network)



Research example #1:
Urban perception

Urban niche assessment: An approach 

integrating social media analysis, spatial 

urban indicators and geo-statistical 

techniques (Bernetti et al., 2020)

Prediction of popular locations in a city

➔ Semantic segmentation to quantify visual 
elements 



Research example #2:
Transportation and 
mobility

Estimating pedestrian volume using Street 

View images: A large-scale validation test 

(Chen et al., 2020)

Estimation of pedestrian counts

➔ Object detection to find and 
count pedestrian in images



Research example #3:
Walkablity

Deep Learning for Automatically Detecting 

Sidewalk Accessibility Problems Using 

Streetscape Imagery (Weld et al., 2019)

Assessment of street condition

➔ Object detection to find good 
and bad street features



Many more cool papers in our paper! 
Please google Street view imagery in urban analytics and 

GIS: A review
(I found my master thesis topic from our paper)



My master thesis

Assessing bikeability 
with street view imagery 
and computer vision
(Ito & Biljecki, 2021) 



Background

Bicycles make cities environmentally 
sustainable, healthy, and 
economically vibrant

What is bikeability?

- It is the extent to which 
cycling is facilitated



So, can we use computer vision 
techniques and SVI to assess 

bikeability?

➔No study has done it.
Let’s see how to do it.



Method: preparation

Identification of bikeability 
indicators through literature 

review

Get sample points in 
Tokyo and Singapore





Method: data retrieval

Download street view images 
from Google Street View API 

for each sample point

Stitch 4 images into 1 
panorama 

(*you can’t download a 
panorama from API)



Method: 
objective indicator extraction

Extract objective indicators: 
greenery, bike lanes, 
potholes, etc

➔ Use semantic 
segmentation



Method: subjective indicator extraction
Training data collection

Conduct a survey

➔ 7 perceptions
➔ 800 images
➔ 8 different participants for 

each image 

Show an image →
and ask the questions 
above ↑



Method:  subjective indicator extraction
Modeling

High-level features

Machine learning: predict perceptions 
for the rest of the sample points

Low-level features
Detection

Segmentation

Edge Detection

Blob Detection



Method: composite index

Equally weighted index

➔ Total score: 100
➔ 5 categories
➔ Each category’s weight: 20
➔ Each sub-indicator’s weight is: 20/n (n is # of sub-indicators under the same category)
➔ Each sub-indicator is scaled into 0-1

Bikeability Index: 100

Environment Category: 20 Infrastructure Category: 20

Bike parking: 10Bike lanes: 10Water: 10Greenery: 10

* This is just a simplified diagram



Results: extracted indicators

Category No. of indicators Examples of indicators from SVI

Connectivity 3

Environment 7 Greenery, enclosure

Infrastructure 13 Bike lanes, pavement condition

Perception 7 Safety, beauty

Vehicle-Cyclist Interaction 4 Stop signs, vehicle volume

34 indicators were extracted under 5 categories

21 indicators were extracted from SVI

* I used data sources other than SVI (e.g., OpenStreetMap, land use, etc)





Ok, this research got published.
But was it perfect?

➔No way near perfection (So many flaws actually)
➔But I learned something out of this experience



Research/Publication tips

1. Find your own unique spot 
(AI + Urban planning in my case)

2. Research never goes according to the plan
3. Start small + iterative process

Findings/

Hypothesis

Data 

Collection

Analysis

Iterative 
Process

Research topic

Findings/

Hypothesis

Data 

Collection

Analysis

Iterative 
Process

Findings/

Hypothesis

Data 

Collection

Analysis

Iterative 
Process

Writing



Ok, almost the end of this talk… (2 slides left!)

My career



Working at the World Bank
What do I do for work...

Nighttime light analysis

*None of the visualization here is my own. 

As most of the projects are confidential.

Building detection Dashboard in R Shiny

All of these things may seem fancy, but most of them are based on what I 
learned in GIS courses at Soka.  



The last tip:

Use Soka alumni network for job hunting or graduate school 

choice. Use LinkedIn to get connected and ask for advice! 

They are usually super helpful!

I landed on the current job through Soka network too!

I’m currently preparing for applications for PhD programs.

So, I am happy to share the application process too! !



Thank you for listening!

Q & A Time!


